
FLI Alum Interview Summaries

Yari ‘18: “Challenging But Worth It”
Yari Gonzalez ‘18 grew up the youngest of three sisters in The South Bronx. Both of her

parents migrated to the United States from the Dominican Republic when they were in their early
twenties, pursuing better opportunities in the states. Yari grew up near the projects and never truly
understood the issues and the stigmas that surrounded the area. Like most kids who live around the
area, she lived her day-to-day life going to and from school. Yari is grateful that her mother was
introduced to charter schools when she had to attend middle school because of the opportunities that
opened up. She was able to go to a progressive private high school in Greenwich Village. She recalls
that it was a strange transition going from a middle school that was within her district with a
demographic that was majority people of color, to a high school where she was introduced to people
from different socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds. She notes, though, that she was one of the
five people of color who went to her high school.

Even as the youngest sibling, she knew she wanted to the dorm and she wanted to exercise
her full independence in college. Her older sister attended Barnard and she admitted that this was a
major influence for her. Ultimately, she made the decision to attend Barnard and be a part of the
Higher Educational Opportunities program.

The FLI identity was not something she thought about prior to the college process and the
constant mentioning of the first-generation low-income identity in the many applications she had
worked on. Walking in her first year of college, she felt a mix of being both scared and prepared
given the five-week summer intensive pre-collegiate program offered by the HEOP program. With
her sister’s experiences and her high school experience to rely on, she felt prepared for what it may
look like walking into an elite institution that's demographic is predominantly white.  Nonetheless,
she reflects on the first move-in day where the unspoken, yet heavily felt differences became
palpable. She recalls seeing students who had their parents moving them in as something that her
parents could not do because they were working. She continues by describing her first day of classes
where she felt as though it was a competition to show that she could prove herself to be in that space.
When asked about her favorite class she excitedly answers, “Math in the City!” This is because her
minor was in education studies and one course offered by the education department was “Math in the
City”. The course was not only taken by students from Barnard and Columbia but also math teachers
from the city.  She describes that “the beauty of this course is that students are paired with a teacher
in the course and they think about ways to make math engaging and relatable to the experience of
students. We are able to implement our ideas every week by attending the math lesson in the teacher's
classroom and applying our discussions from class. I loved this class because it involved
collaboration and experience in an actual classroom.”

The HEOP office became a support system for her to go to if she wanted to vent or needed
advice. She wasn’t as involved on campus as she would have liked to be because she found herself
having to leave campus a lot for work or for internship opportunities. She had a work-study job at
Columbia’s daycare center on Claremont and remembers how most of her days consisted of going to
work, going to classes in between, and then having dinner with her friends. She states that she,
“didn’t see myself having time to be in a club because I couldn’t contribute as much as I would have



liked.”  Her comment is threaded with the underlying sentiment that isn’t uncommon for being an
FLI student. Despite this, she still managed to have a smile on her face whenever I had a chance to
run into her on campus. She attributes this positivity to her friends, the dorm room space she shared
with her roommate of three years and speaking to her mom every day on the phone which made her
feel like she always had her tight-knit support group.

“My parents came here looking for better opportunities. I knew I needed to go to college and that
wasn’t an option for me. being an FLI student, I felt like I needed to do this in order to be
successful.”

After graduating, the sentiment remains that as an FLI student she unconsciously places that
pressure on herself to continue working hard. She admits that the process for finding a job has
similarities with the college process in that she had to apply for her current job role through a
program catered to FLI students, as opposed to being able to apply and, “ be seen as everyone else.”
Being FLI hasn’t changed for her and it is always something she is being reminded of, even as she
makes an income that supports her.

She is currently pursuing a Master’s in Sociology and Education with a concentration in
Education Policy from Teachers College, Columbia University because she wants to go further into
education policy. It is important for her to focus on her community because she believes that there
needs to be more incorporation of the racial equity lens in the public-school policies. The issue she
has seen thus far working within the Department of Education is that the people who are the
decision-makers are majority white males. These same people have probably lived in New York for
two or three years and so she critiques this by saying, “here you are thinking you know what it’s like
growing up in New York in a public school,” yet that isn’t necessarily the case. Yari emphasizes that
it is important to be cognizant of who creates the policies and whether they have the perspective of
those it will affect.

In terms of entering the workforce, she notes that “we are afraid to be seen as being incapable
of doing something,” and a lot of her current decisions always come back to this. She advises any
student, whether they identify as being FLI, to be involved in Barnard in whatever capacity.

“Whether that be an extracurricular activity, or having an internship, or getting to know a professor
and have them get to know you. You’ll never know when those connections and relationships can help
you down the line.”

When asked to describe Barnard in one phrase she says that it was, “"Challenging but,
WORTH IT!" And concludes that it’s a blessing being a Barnard alum.



Seyi Olojo ‘18: “Pursue happiness with urgency”
Seyi Olojo ‘18 is a child of Nigerian immigrants and grew up outside of D.C. in Prince

George’s County. She is grateful for the English teacher who introduced her to Barnard College
as a potential school she could attend early in her junior year of high school. She ended up
applying for early decision admission, despite the discouragement she received from her
guidance counselor at the time. In reflecting upon her expectations for college, she voices that
she knew she wanted Barnard to be a place to meet new people. She was leaving Maryland and
felt that she was going to be able to pursue things that she cared about. With her “naive
optimism”, as she coined it, she was certain that college would be an entry point for her
aspirations.

Initially, she wanted to major in English but began on the pre-med track instead. Soon
after, she realized that the one theme that continued to pique her interest was writing. During her
first year, Seyi worked with the environmental science department where she met amazing
people who she felt took care of her, especially as a black first-year student. As a result, she left
the pre-med track and decided to major in Environmental Policy.

Seyi defines the conditions of being a first-generation college student as heavily
correlated with low-income. She finds that because of the constraints she had growing up, her
imagination truly had no bounds in terms of manifesting all that she could have.

“It meant so much! It meant pioneering as the first in your family to do something... you are a
legacy maker. You are actualizing your dreams in institutions that weren’t made for you. You are
using your imagination to create a future that hasn’t been available to them [her parents].”

Prior to college, she did not consider herself as FLI, though she knew that she was going
to attend college. Her parents were immigrants who did not have the opportunity to attend higher
educational institutions. Despite this, they knew that this culture of a lack of education needed to
be broken with the kids who were born in the States. She is equally grateful and empowered
because of the resources provided by the Opportunities Program and other diversity pipelines she
has been a part of that made her feel visible and supported.

Post-graduation, she is coming to realize that she is now facing a different version of
being FLI. Being the first in her family to work in technology she is now privy to the different
barriers that exist because of this part of her identity. For example, she describes the way in
which she started to see the generational aspect of generational wealth with people in the office
spaces talking of their vacation homes and things of the like. The experience thus far has made
her realize that there is a lot that she does not know about just by virtue of not growing up having
seen or witnessed it. She finds that her experience as an FLI worker is interlaced with race even
within her Ph.D. program and workplace that she considers being not as diverse.

Seyi is currently getting her Ph.D. in information science. She has a background in data
analytics and now studies the social dimensions of that technology and the ways in which society
engages with information. When asked what kind of impact she wants to have, she smiled and



said that two years ago, she would have had a more concrete answer. At the very least, she is
hoping to ask important questions and to utilize her intersectional identities to get people to
understand how tech can be harmful to marginalized people.

“There are invisible powers curating the experiences of people and I want to be in those rooms.
One thing I am particularly interested in understanding how we think about quantitative
methodology, experimental design, and the ethics of algorithmic development.”

She can see herself writing books on the subject matter or teaching, both of which she has
fallen in love with. With all her varying interests, Seyi wants a career that allows for her to be
intellectually engaged and allows people to think about science differently. She understands that
it is ultimately more about the mission than the profession, which is something she credits to
Barnard for teaching her. She encourages recent graduates to not devalue themselves because
there is a tendency to conflate the thought of being young and inexperienced with not being able
to bring value. She warns that this devaluing may lead to falling into unhealthy work habits or
being in an unsafe work environment. Instead, she advises that we be more critical of our first
jobs out of college.

“Pursue happiness with urgency because you are young enough to and you’re allowed to. If your
goals and visions change, it's ok to deviate. Give yourself the grace to deviate, it means that you
are growing and learning.”



Alejandra Figueroa ‘16: “Treat Yourself With kindness”
Alejandra Figueroa ‘16 grew up in the Bronx in a Mexican household. She feels that she

grew up in a diverse neighborhood where she never felt like a minority. Everyone knew everyone
in her apartment building, which helped foster the feeling of community that she really
appreciated. As a junior in high school though, she moved to Mississippi and finished her
secondary schooling there. Moving to a new state and attending a new school halfway through
her high school career, she quickly realized the differences between her previous specialized high
school in the city and the new school in Mississippi. From her specialized high school, she was
already familiar with being surrounded by predominantly white populations and the varying
levels of wealth that existed. However, her Mexican identity became more prevalent in
Mississippi because there was a lack of understanding of the culture compared to when she was
living in NYC.

She always knew that she wanted to go to college in the Northeast and her move to
Mississippi made it all the more clear that she wanted to leave there and make her way back to
the east coast. Alejandra had been applying to colleges with one of her best friends in high
school when her friend mentioned Barnard College as a school they could apply to. (Fast
forward, and they would live together for all 4 years of their college careers). Her parents were
very honest with her about the affordability of college and how important it was that she had
enough scholarships to be able to attend college. She describes the Opportunities Program as a
blessing because of the BOP program that reached out to students outside of New York State.
The transition from the OP summer program to being a full-time student was made easier since it
ensured that she was familiar with the environment and introduced her to some professors. She
admits though that the process of starting the academic school year was still overwhelming
because of all of the programming given to the first years during the first week of school. She is
elated though as she recalls her excitement to see all the clubs, opportunities for trips, and even
the prospects of studying abroad being offered. Even today, some of her closest friendships are
ones she formed as part of the OP summer program.

As an FLI student, she found that she was exposed to all levels of wealth and that not
everyone had equal means, which meant that there were people who didn’t know what it was like
to be a person with her identity. She relied a lot on her fellow classmates for resources, job
opportunities, and just how to combat the negative connotations associated with the FLI identity.
Not surprisingly, she felt that the most daunting aspect was the financial considerations because
once she left home, she felt that she was on her own in this regard. She worked sometimes
around 3-4 jobs each semester to supplement her explorations into the city or even to purchase
books for her different classes. Looking back though, she realizes that the prospects of having to
balance the academic workload, her work-study, and additional jobs were something that had to
fight for and isn’t upset by the fact because it taught her the value of hard work. She advocated
for herself when she needed more support, especially working closely with financial aid. Over
time, as she became more familiar with campus life, she found herself skillfully maneuvering the
different resources on Barnard’s campus.



Alejandra recalls her time in SGA where she was part of the first-year committee and
later transitioned from student representative to the Board of Trustees. For her, “it was an
opportunity to see another side of Barnard and be able to advocate and speak up for Barnard
students on issues that were important to them in front of decision-makers for the college.” The
Speaking Fellows program is one of her favorite things she did at Barnard and she still reaps the
benefits of the public speaking skills she developed and carries with her the fundamental belief
public speaking is a critical but underrated skill. She also appreciated the Latinx Ivy League
Conference that she led for 2 years where different cohorts of students discussed issues related to
their college communities. Her study abroad dreams did come true when she was a global
symposium fellow and traveled to Paris on Barnard dime to teach young women in France about
leadership. [an article is attached to this summary detailing her trip].

She can’t help but note the nostalgia as she recalls the many achievements of her time at
Barnard. After graduating, she moved to Chicago to start the next chapter of her life as a
consultant at Accenture Consulting in the strategy division. She credits her success of landing
her first job to the Speaking Fellow program and OP graduates who mentored her and helped her
with mock interviews. She comments that,

“Being acclimated to the level of financial stability I gained was hard with our background. It
was a dream to be able to sustain myself, travel to different countries, and do things I couldn’t
have done previously.”

She noticed the disparities at work because there were coworkers whose parents were
partners at huge firms. Her fellow coworkers could be making the same amount of money as her,
yet the differences in their backgrounds became apparent because she feels that she has
additional responsibilities to support her family. There is additional pressure that comes with
these responsibilities. She says this as an objective observation though and continues with an
elated exclamation that the learning never stops, whether that be learning about investing or
saving or constantly doing research that is fundamental to her job. She plans to continue with her
higher education and is motivated to be an example for her three younger siblings that
opportunities exist even after getting their bachelor’s. Ideally, she wants to go to business school
and take what she has learned from consulting to pursue entrepreneurship. She wants to build on
her current consulting skills and apply them to fields where she can make a positive impact on
underserved communities. She is currently finding interest in doing data analytics for
organizations such as the ACLU for example.

As she starts to maneuver the larger playing field of her career, she advises that we think
beyond bachelors. She came to college wanting to be a lawyer, interned at a law firm, and
realized that wasn’t where her passions were. Alejandra realizes that starting to think about her
career prospects earlier was to her advantage. She notes that “even thinking about “what is next”
is daunting and considering my dreams is also a huge privilege to think about… still, push
yourself to think about what’s next.” She urges us to take advantage of the career fairs and other



resources offered by career services and to leverage the Barnard Alums, especially using the
alum pages with fellow grads in areas you are interested in.

“Seize the opportunities at Barnard, build your network by staying in touch with professors and
OP staff. Definitely focus on your grades, but think beyond that because you won’t get the
college experience again. Take advantage of the city, join a dance club, participate in a fashion
show just for fun.”

She wants us to remember that as we graduate, even if we do not find the thing that we
love right away, we should remember to be kind to ourselves. There are so many responsibilities
that come with being an FLI student, but she reminds us that we have responsibilities to
ourselves too. While she does not currently love what she does, she is doing it for her family and
as a jumping point. For her, it is important that you treat yourself with kindness as you discover
what your passions and purpose are, all while enjoying the journey.



Aharisi Bonner ‘17: “Who are these majestical creatures?”
Aharisi Bonner ‘17 grew up in Brooklyn, Bedford Stuyvesant. Her parents immigrated

from Belize, Central America in the 1980s to Brooklyn. She comes from a female dominant
family where she felt the importance of education and female empowerment were instilled in her.
She attended an all-girls private Catholic High School, and it was in her sophomore year when
she enrolled in the Sadie Nash Leadership Project, a program that empowers young females
through leadership and activism. During the summers, a component of the program was doing
college tours where she was able to visit Barnard. She later went to tour Barnard four additional
times because she was fascinated by the “majestical creatures “she met like the admissions
people and students who all seemed empowered to change the world in their own specialized
ways. She felt that there was special energy being in spaces that valued women and people of all
varying gender identities and the opportunities to grow with the Columbia connection was an
amazing addition.

Coming into Barnard, she feels that her expectations were met and notes that the school
does not come without its trials and tribulations. She acknowledges that all Barnard people are
hardworking and want to achieve as much as they can. The environment is very rewarding, but it
is a hard one to navigate if you aren’t coming in with certain opportunities or privileges. Her
family has advanced degrees obtained in Belize; however, that country’s educational system does
not mirror that of the American educational system. She found it challenging to navigate the
higher education system without the familial history that others may have had, in addition to
being Black at a school with a 7% black population at the time she started. She knew the
expectation would take more work and would not be actualized in the same way as her
counterparts and peers. With that being said though, she believes that Barnard does provide the
support to be able to achieve her goals. She shouts out programs like CSTEP and HEOP, spaces
like Well-Woman, Writing Fellows, the math help room, and the tutoring opportunities which she
feels acted as an anchor for her success at Barnard.

“As [individuals from) Black or  Latinx backgrounds you go into situations knowing there isn’t
going to be a lot of you. Knowing that and actualizing that are two different things”

Aharisi didn’t fall in love with Barnard for the prestige, like being the number one
historically women’s college in the nation. Instead, she was unaware of the accolades Barnard
held and she felt that she fell in love with the school by being in the space and visiting it. The
first instance she felt the discrepancies at Barnard was the first few days on campus during
NSOP. Everyone talked about their backgrounds and the conversation naturally flowed into the
types of schools people had gotten into or applied to. For her, that was the biggest indicator of
the discrepancies because Barnard was considered a “reach” school for her. She also recalls that
one of the biggest differences between the Barnard environment and the educational environment
she grew up in was that all of her teachers and students were Black and Latinx. Coming into
Barnard though, she didn’t know there would be a lack of diversity in the faculty. Instead, those



who looked like her or members of her family that she was accustomed to seeing in places of
power were now represented in unappreciated staff, to say lightly.

On-campus, she was really interested in reproductive health which paved the way for her
to be a Well-Woman peer-educator for 2 years. She describes it as an amazing experience where
she was able to engage in conversation surrounding health and wellness while also disseminating
that information to the public. She was a Resident Assistant for three years and prides herself for
having helped host a first-year student event called “Cunfidence”. The event had conversations
largely centered around contraceptives, vulvas, and access. People even got the chance to
decorate vulvas on their cupcakes! Her interest in health and well-being got her involved in
being a Health Leads advocate, where she volunteered time weekly at Harlem Health Hospital.
There, she was able to help people enroll in Social Benefit Programs like the Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Programs, Medicaid, or help people in that community find resources for
affordable daycare access or lowering utility bills. She saw first-hand the challenges to access for
the populations that were majority Latinx and African, who weren’t native English speakers.

“It was important for me to get attuned to what was happening in my environment. It is easy to
get lost in the Morningside Heights bubble and to not be aware of the external social factors
impacting folk’s lives on a daily basis.”

As a New Yorker who witnessed gentrification, it was important for her to study how
systematic oppression occurred in urbanization and resulted in widening the disparities between
people. Especially for those with various marginalized identities who now interact in these urban
centers. She majored in Urban Studies with a concentration in sociology. Her thesis was on
doulas, who are people who provide services for other Black and Brown folks to combat
maternal health disparities. From that thesis, she then worked with Sadie Nash Leadership
project after graduating as a Dean. She facilitated workshops that dived into social justice issues,
with a focus on reproductive justice that talked about the frustrating history of institutions
monopolizing Black and Brown bodies for “research purposes”. Her journey continued when she
then started working at a non-profit called National Institute for Reproductive Health and NRH
Action Fund, where they provide information, financial, and legal support to organizations on a
local level to help with distributing reproductive access. She has since applied for a Master’s in
Public Health at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of  Public Health, where she is currently
completing her first semester.

When I mentioned my confusion being on the finance track and still being interested in
healthcare studies, she comforted me by emphasizing the importance of financial health,
especially as a FLI student.

“I think we do ourselves an injustice if we don’t prioritize financial well-being. Your financial
stance is important to your health, how can you take of yourself or your community otherwise”



Aharisi advises that we be kind to ourselves. The college experience is new to people in a
lot of ways. It is easy to get caught up in the competition of the Barnard/Columbia bubble, but
we shouldn’t worry too much about grades! People recognize the weight that comes with going
to an institution with this level of academic rigor. She suggests that we think about what you
want to do after our time at Barnard in our junior year. She wishes that she thought about it a bit
more and had been proactive in looking into her interests to take advantage of the professional
development opportunities.

“If you don’t ask you don’t know and if you aren’t in spaces where those questions can be
generated, then you won’t be able to learn something new”



Manuela Hiches ‘17:  Bursting Bubbles
Manuela Hiches ‘17 was born in the Dominican Republic and came to the United

States when she was young. Growing up, her time was split between visits to the Dominican
Republic during the summers and living in Washington Heights, which she claims to be a
“mini D.R.”, during the rest of the year. She prides herself on balancing the duplicity of her
culture and admits that both English and Spanish feel like her native languages because she
speaks them equally. For most of her life though, she found that she remained in this
cultural bubble because she did all of her primary and secondary schooling in Washington
Heights. There was a mix of Latin American backgrounds living in her neighborhood but the
dominant culture she found herself in was the Dominican-American culture. It wasn’t until
she went to Barnard College that she was able to learn about other cultures and people’s
ways of life whether that be South Asian, African American, or other Hispanic cultures.

When considering college, she took a more pragmatic approach because she
understood college as a means to finding financial stability as opposed to the ultimate
prestige-infused goal it was portrayed as in movies. Initially,  there was some apprehension
about going to a historically all women’s college, but with encouragement from her friends
and teachers, she chose Barnard as her four-year institution.

“All of a sudden I got pushed out into this world where a whole bunch of things exists
outside of my realm of knowledge, and it was honestly amazing.”

Manuela recalls taking a few classes in Korean and being questioned about her
academic choices by her family and others she had grown up with. They couldn’t
understand why she wanted to try something new or outside of their realm of comfort.
However, she found that doing things differently and studying completely new material was
exhilarating and felt akin to stepping out into a stadium with a wide-open space for her to
explore. Barnard’s architecture department attracted her from the beginning and she found
her four years dedicated to learning the theoretical framework surrounding architecture as
a discipline. Architecture majors are no strangers to pulling all-nighters and so it comes as
no surprise when she talks about an instance where she was up until 3:00 am with other
students drinking coffee and hanging out as they all worked on their projects. There was
also this one time during an eclipse when everyone took a study break to admire the sky
and stare up at the moon. She once even went out with fellow students and the Korean
language professor to Korea town where they were able to get to know each other better
and learn more about Korean customs. It was fascinating how there were people from
different walks of life and yet they were all enjoying the same thing. For her growing up,
this notion would have been unheard of! These strange and oddly charming nights are
recalled with great fondness because she enjoyed being able to experience it all with other
students who were brought together in those moments.



“ We are not just university students, we are providers either for ourselves or our
families.”

She praises those who double major because it was not something that she could
feasibly do. As is the case for many FLI students, she was responsible for her own food and
paying her own bills and so that meant that working became a necessity in order to sustain
herself.  Prior to coming to Barnard, she never considered herself to be FLI because
everyone around her was in a similar situation and so it was the norm. She understood
being FLI in college as another way to categorize a group of people together for
institutional purposes. When looking into new opportunities, she had a limiting mindset of
how likely she was able to do something based on whether or not she could afford it. She
acknowledges that every person has their own baggage, at the same time, as an FLI student
there is the heavy expectation of being the first in the family and so we are the ones who
are then setting the path. As she grows as a person, being FLI became an identity that she
has embraced and earned as opposed to it being just another label or added baggage.  This
change was aided greatly by her leaping into the opportunity to study abroad in Korea,
something she never thought she would be able to do. From there, her love for pushing past
a limiting mindset and bursting bubbles that contained her aspirations grew tremendously.

After Barnard, she took a temporary break until she started her gears again and took
on the role of an Assistant Project Manager in construction management. She found a new
appreciation for all of the construction that happens around New York City because of the
intensity and labor that goes into the process of on the ground construction work. There
are approvals and coordination needed from all levels whether that be the between onsite
crew or the safety considerations for the building by those who are putting it all together.
Though there are perks to being the first architect in her family, she has also found it
challenging to reach out to people in the field. When she wanted to pivot away from
construction to more of an architectural design focus there was no one in her immediate
circle who worked in the industry. Nonetheless, with her eyes on the prize, she was able to
land a position as a Business Development Specialist at Trahan Architects where she
currently works.

When asked about advice she would give to current students she emphasizes that
we can’t compare ourselves to people who are at different points in the race. She describes
how the stress culture of Barnard played a hand in her not wanting to compare herself to
other students if that meant putting herself down.

“You’re amazing! You are just not at that point yet... Don’t judge yourself too harshly!”

Jordan Hollis ‘16: To Be FLI is To Be Powerful



Jordan Hollis ‘16 grew up in Kansas City, Missouri. She lost her mother at the age of four
and her father was in and out of her life leaving her to be raised by her grandparents. They did
everything they could to ensure that she succeeded in her life. Although she lived in the suburbs,
she found that most of her time was spent in Kansas City. She praises her high school for being
one of the most diverse schools compared to the many predominantly white secondary
schools with their numerous languages and cultures. On the flip side, the people still tended
to stick to their cultural groups which led her to have to toggle with trying to find her place
in the social dynamics of the school. She neither felt like she fit in with the white students in
their honor classes nor the black students who did not grow up in the suburbs.

Initially, Jordan wanted to go to the University of Michigan because it was where Tia
and Tamera Maury went to school. However, a friend of hers told her to check out the dance
programs at Barnard because she was interested in ballet growing up. She had her
reservations about attending a historically all-women’s college and it was through looking
at the courses and the then nine ways of knowing curriculum did she consider Barnard as a
possible school for her. She was excited to be able to fly into New York her junior year of
high school and instantly fell in love with the campus. Her heart was so set on attending
Barnard, that when she visited she spent the money her grandparents gave her on all of the
apparel she could afford. (She advises that we take precautions with this though and not
spend so much on school merch two years before you are can apply). She managed to work
her way into the Next-Generation Venture Fund program that helps first-generation and/or
low-income middle school and high school students navigate the college application
process. Her identity then became the student who needed to get into an Ivy League. For
this reason, when she was initially deferred from Barnard, she was devastated because it
felt as though she had failed everyone.

“It was a lot of pressure to succeed as one of the few students of color in the International
Baccalaureate program. It felt like I was that student of color and I had to do this, or else it
was like I had  failed everyone in the black community.”

She opens up about the pressure she felt because her whole being was dedicated to
pleasing other people, whether that be her grandparent’s expectations or her teacher’s
expectations.

Despite the deferment, in the fall of 2012, Jordan began her Barnard College journey.
When she stepped foot onto Barnard’s campus as a student, she believed that she would
finally feel accomplished. Yet,  that wasn’t necessarily the case. The next four years would
be dedicated to her unlearning the idea that she had taken someone else’s spot and that she
didn’t belong. Initially, she was set on the pre-law track and double majored in political
science and humans rights with a minor in psychology. The expectation of the academic
rigor of Barnard was met as she felt that she was challenged constantly by her intense level
of coursework both on campus and when she studied abroad in London. It is with a hint of



despondence that she admits to feeling that she never lived up to her full potential while at
Barnard because she was so beaten down trying to succeed and meet the omnipresent
expectations that weren’t her own. She recalls a time in her first year when something had
happened in her personal life and she was sobbing in the hallway. As is sometimes the case
at Barnard, a fellow student on campus came up to her and offered her comfort.

“Maybe they didn’t know my exact situation, but they knew I’d reached my breaking point.
That small moment of kindness and care was greatly appreciated.”

Some of the highlights from her time at Barnard were the moments when she was
able to be fully immersed in the multitudes of cultures that New York City has to offer. She
was able to try new foods, learn about different heritages from her native New Yorker
friends, and watch different dance performances around the city once a week through the
Dance in New York course she took.

In her first two years of college, she found herself embarrassed by her FLI identity
because she thought she was being a Debby Downer when she was out with friends and
couldn’t afford the meal for the night when everyone else could. Her grandparents would
give her as much as they could, leaving her feeling guilty because she knew it was a sacrifice
on their part. For these reasons, she worked. She made sure that she could financially
sustain herself and she finds that having worked through college, she has had a much
smoother transition into the greater workforce post-Barnard.

Law school was not her first stop and so she had taken odd jobs upon graduating
from Barnard to make ends meet. After much trial and error with the different temporary
jobs she took on, she landed a role as a Business Development Coordinator at Alston & Bird
with the help of the director of marketing and communications who also happened to be a
Barnard alum. Through this experience at a law firm, she has found that being a lawyer
truly isn’t what she wants for herself and is yet again another expectation she has been
trying to meet.

Jordan takes pride in being able to reach out and getting help, especially when she
needed it the most. There was a time in her undergraduate years when she would go
multiple days without sleep and it wasn’t until she reached out to a nutritionist at Barnard’s
Furman counseling did she realize that she wasn’t eating properly and was only consuming
caffeine. She was lost in the hustle and bustle of trying to be this excellent student, that she
at one point couldn’t comprehend that she wasn’t eating healthy. As an FLI student, she
admits that at times we can be stubborn in wanting to do things on our own. We have been
groomed to isolate ourselves from people who can potentially let us down and that is what
puts us off of asking for help when we need it. She declares that finding her self-worth and
who she is as a person separate from what others would have her be,  has been a huge part
of her healing.



“I’m never putting myself in that situation again where I am questioning who I am, what I
deserve. I’m finally living my life for me.”

She is content with where she is and is focusing on enjoying being young. She has
had a productive pandemic and is in a financially stable enough place to be able to do what
she wants to do. Though she admits that happiness is fleeting, she is going to keep working
on her happiness or at least maintaining her level of contentment. She wants us to
remember that Barnard admitted us because we have something to bring to the table. We
need to continue to advocate for ourselves by building and tapping into our networks.
“Barnard alums, as a network, want to help you and you have to take that initiative to reach
out!”


